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The data center is fast becoming the computer. Let's
chat about the implications Wednesday in the monthly
eWEEKchat.

On Wednesday, Aug. 13, at 11 a.m. PST/2 p.m. EST/7 News and Reviews Slideshows
p.m. GMT, @eWEEKnews will host its 23rd eWEEKChat
event. The topic will be "Virtualizing Entire Data Centers: Linux Founder Linus Torvalds 'Still Wants the
Wave of the Future?" It will be moderated by Chris Desktop'
Preimesberger, who serves as eWEEK's editor of features Windows 9 Is Badly Needed, Assuming It Actually
Works
and analysis.
Red Hat CTO Brian Stevens Resigns

Some quick facts:

Android Security Is Under Fire--Again

Topic: "Virtualizing Entire Data Centers: Wave of the Future?"
Date/time: Aug. 13, 2014 @11a.m. PST/2 p.m. EST/7 p.m. GMT
Hosted by: @eWeekNews
Moderator: Chris Preimesberger: @editingwhiz
Tweetchat handle: Use #eWeekChat to follow/participate in the chat
Chatroom real-time links:
We
recommend
two: http://tweetchat.com/room/eweekchat
http://www.tchat.io/rooms/eweekchat.
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The data center is fast becoming the computer. For the past couple of years, IT decision-makers have
been upgrading their legacy server rooms to software-defined data centers, which utilize virtualization and
cloud services--not just physical servers, networking and storage--at their cores to get workloads done
faster and more efficiently. This is indicative of automation at work in just about every corner of these
powerful enterprise nerve centers.
For the last three or four years, we've seen the fast adoption of software-defined networking, which is all
about new intelligence inside routers, controllers, and switches and the automation of how and where--and
how fast--data flows from node to node. This all enhances the speed at which virtualized machines run.
Virtualization and automation has spread to other parts of the IT system, namely in terms of softwaredefined storage, software-defined servers, software-defined security--even software-defined I/O--first
brought to market by Xsigo (acquired by Oracle in 2012) in 2006.
Software-defined everything now is coming into play: servers, networking, storage and now data centers.
This is merely a marketing term, but it also is indicative of the clear trend toward centralized control in newgeneration data centers.
IDC analysts said SDN hardware/software/service revenues driven by sales to enterprises and cloud
service providers reached about $360 million in 2013, and are expected to balloon to a whopping $3.7
billion by 2016. Those numbers includes sales of everything SDN-related, from the associated network
infrastructure and applications to control plane solutions and professional services.
Established networking vendors such as Cisco Systems, Hewlett-Packard, Juniper Networks and Brocade
Communications are deeply into the SDN trend, and a host of startups are bringing their solutions to
market. At the same time, there has been some consolidation in the industry as larger players—including
some with little or no presence in the data center networking space—have bought smaller vendors to
augment their SDN capabilities. Those include Big Switch Networks, Adara and Pica8.
For example, VMware in 2012 spent $1.26 billion for SDN startup Nicira, and a week later, Oracle bought
Xsigo for an unspecified amount of money. In November 2012, Brocade bolstered its SDN expertise by
acquiring SDN startup Vyatta.

Live Event Date: September 17,
2014 @ 1:00 p.m. ET / 10:00 a.m.
PT Another day, another end-ofsupport deadline. You've heard
enough about the hazards of not
migrating to Windows Server
2008 or 2012. What you may not know is that there's
plenty in it for you and your business, like increased
automation and performance, time-saving technical
features, and a lower total cost of ownership. Check out
this upcoming eSeminar and join Rich Holmes, Pomeroy's
practice director of virtualization, as he discusses the …

Top 10 Best Practices to Migrating Data
from On-premise to the Cloud

Live Event Date: September 16,
2014 @ 11:00 a.m. ET / 8:00 a.m.
PT Are you starting an onpremise-to-cloud data migration
project? Have you thought about
how much space you might need
for your online platform or how to handle data that might
be related to users who no longer exist? If these
questions or any other concerns have been plaguing you
about your migration project, check out this eSeminar.
Join our speakers Betsy Bilhorn, VP, Product
Management at Scribe, Mike Virnig, PowerSucess
Manager and Michele …

Talking points in Wednesday's eWEEKchat will include how your company is moving, or planning to move,
to a virtualized data center; what network pain points SDN solves; and why all this automation is really the
future of the industry.
Some questions we will use include:
--How much of your IT system is now running on virtual machines? Do you see this increasing?.
--Is virtualized and software-defined "everything" more of a marketing/positioning play than a real-world
solution at this point? How much of an business advantage is this initiative in your mind?
--What are some differences you see between SDN and say, autonomic (self-healing, patching,
maintaining) computing?
--If you are using software-defined networking, storage or servers, what issues did you encounter with
utilizing legacy hardware?
--True or false: Not all enterprises will need high-end, virtualized IT architectures. However, companies that
automate IT will eventually be the ones in the driver's seat.
Join us on Wednesday--it will be well worth your time.

Chris Preimesberger is Editor of Features & Analysis at eWEEK. Twitter: @editingwhiz
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